
Parshat Shemini
Shabbat Mevarchim

Friday 17th April 2020 
Candle Lighting  5.12pm
Maariv 6.30pm

Shabbat 18th April 2020 
Shacharit   9.00am
Mincha  4.50pm
Maariv  6.06pm

A word from the Rabbi 
A LIFE OF COMPROMISE
We all want a life in which we can balance the responsibilities of our professional 
and personal worlds. Invariably, however, we err on both sides.

The term ‘compromise’ is open to many meanings. When we compromise in a 
relationship, the connotation is that we are prepared to sacrifice certain personal 
preferences in order to maintain goodwill with others. This could be regarding 
something as trivial as a movie or restaurant preference, or perhaps something 
more complex such as where to live. In this context, ‘compromise’ is seen as the 
mature and positive road of action, where the ‘relationship’ takes precedence over 
personal likes and dislikes.

There are times where the term ‘compromise’ is used in the pejorative. It means to 
fold on certain issues, to sacrifice not your personal preferences, but rather your 
core values. Sometimes you compromise who you are to satisfy superficial societal 
demands. We compromise our integrity for popularity, our core values for financial 
gain.

A life of balance is one of compromise − but what kind of compromise are we 
referring to?

Moshe is considered the most holy prophet in our history. His leadership and 
devotion to Hashem and the Jewish people are without equal, but it came at a 
cost. His complete dedication to Hashem and the nation necessitated that his 
family be neglected, his wife widowed with a husband and his children orphaned 
with a living father.

Aharon, Moshe’s brother, was a man of the people. His children grew up in an 
environment of fatherly love and guidance. His propensity for leadership and 
prophecy never reached the heels of his younger brother.

Rosh Chodesh falls on Friday and Shabbat 24 & 25 April



We wish long life to the following Members who commemorate Yartzeit this week:

Frederick Alexander for his daughter  Nicole Alexander
Lydia Shakenovsky for her mother  Doreen Beck
Lindsay Reinhard and
Laurence Broll  for their father  Maurice Broll
Carol Krowitz  for her mother  Sheila Corner
Margaret Saks  for her father  Hans Hirschfeld
Jean Levin  for her father  David Joffe
Cherryl Frank  for her father  Henry Katzen
Robyn Weinberg  for her grandmother  Shayna Kruger
Hilary Bernstein,
Rene Lurie and
Joyce Rosen  for their father  Nathan Levin
Herby Lipschitz  for his mother  Lottie Lipschitz
Ron Ozen  for his mother  Aviva Ozen
Joseph Rutovitz  for his mother  June Rutovitz
Ian Singer  for his mother  Annette Singer

We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Wedding Anniversary to:
Jefferey and Tami Foxman David and Sue Selikman

 We wish a hearty Mazal Tov on your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Anniversary to:
Howard Coleman Isaac Israel Gregory Kaplan
Brent Satill

 
Compromise in life means we accept the principle that in order to reach our 
full potential in one area of life, we need to capitulate in another. Professional 
success and its impact cannot be coupled with communal leadership and parental 
excellence.
Something has to give.

I am not suggesting you can’t be good at all of the above, rather that you can’t 
be your best at all of them. Every hour at the office is an hour less at home and 
vice versa. 
What is balance? It is accepting defeat in one area of life in order to maximise 
success in another.
Perfect balance is mediocrity and perhaps Hashem only demands mediocrity. 
But we should not delude ourselves into thinking that balance is the best of both 
worlds.
It’s the acceptance of defeat.

Shabbat shalom


